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One of the first alternative spaces in New York, Artists 
Space was founded in 1972 to support contemporary 
artists from many disciplines, working to stimulate 
emerging ideas. Today, the mission of Artists Space 
is to provide a place for discussion and examination, 
proposing new modes of artistic production, and 
shifting its focus away from the presentation of artwork 
alone – ultimately, a center for new ideas in a radically 
changing world. Expanded Art Ideas, Artists Space's 
arts education program, has the mission of encouraging 
both mainstream and special education students in New 
York City's public schools to develop a personal artistic 
voice and to utilize their individual creative capacities 
by providing them with the skills to communicate, 
document, and publicly exhibit their innovations and 
talents. Expanded Art Ideas was developed as a program 
to expand Artists Space's commitment to contemporary 



artists by providing an opportunity for artists to work 
and collaborate with different communities in a school 
setting. 

2013 marks the 12th year that Artists Space and P.S.140 
have been art partners bringing arts and artists to the 
middle school students. The program itself has expanded 
from one portfolio development residency in 2001 to a 
full range of projects, including Photo Club, Artists in/
ed Space, Art and Literacy and of course the Portfolio 
Development which the students can participate in. There 
is now a gallery in the school, and an annual Art Day 
every Spring, when we celebrate the artwork produced 
by our students. 

Poet Sara Jane Stoner's residency with the 8th Grade 
classes resulted in this compilation of poems; writing 
that allows us to discover the feelings, images, and 
hopes of this group of students. Photo Club with Joy 
Episalla allows the students to expand their vision of their 
surroundings through the exploration of photography. 
With artists educator Kate Temple the students learn how 
to draw themselves, objects in space, people, and the 



city they live in, culminating in portfolios submitted for 
admission to the specialized art high schools of New  
York City.

Artists Space looks forward to continuing our ongoing 
partnership with P.S. 140, and the wonderful upper 
school team, Principal Esteban Barrientos, Assistant 
Principal Carmen Fulford and Guidance Counselor Megan 
Cieri, whose support and love of contemporary arts and 
artists allows our programs at the school to flourish.

Chrysanne Stathacos 
Director of Education 
Artists Space





At P.S. 140, we believe that art should be a fundamental 
part of daily life. Only when art education becomes an 
integral element in the learning process—instead of 
a discrete project-based exercise—will it succeed in 
encouraging uninhibited and unself-conscious learning  
by our students. We have found that the arts can open 
new doors and learning experiences, and we look forward 
and have been thrilled to be working with Artists Space 
to achieve these ends. 

It has been our privilege to work with Chrysanne 
Stathacos, Director of Education, and the talented 
teaching artists, Joy Episalla, Sara Jane Stoner and Kate 
Temple, over the years. Our relationship with Artists 
Space has enhanced and encouraged the growth of the 
arts in our school. Our students are given the opportunity 



to express themselves through the visual arts (painting, 
drawing and photography) and writing poetry. The artists 
encourage the students to “discover their talents”. 
We are very grateful for their vision and support and  
look forward to a long fruitful relationship that will inspire 
the artists and writers of the future. 

Carmen Fulford, Assistant Principal
Esteban Barrientos, Principal 

P.S. 140 Nathan Straus
123 Ridge Street
New York 
NY 10002
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Photo Club

Now in its eighth year, the Artists Space Art / Ed / P.S. 140 
Photo Class collaboration continues to introduce the 35 
mm film camera to first time photographers. This year's 
group of eighth grade students – through their 
enthusiasm, concentration and unique way of looking 
through the lens and capturing their world – have 
produced a stunning body of work. 

Joy Episalla, Photographer  
and Teaching Artist





Jesca F., Jailed City, black and white photograph, 2013



Julie G., Stranded, color photograph, 2013



Symphonie G., Uncolored Rainbow,  
black and white photograph, 2013



Mariana L., Untitled, color photograph, 2013



Ariannie M., The Inside, color photograph, 2013



Jose Q., Hot Water, color photograph, 2013







Poems 

From the moment we began reading and writing poems 
together, the 8th graders of P.S. 140 made it clear that 
their belief in words and their unique understanding of 
their experience of the world would come together in 
work that moves, sparkles, and challenges! The poetry 
in this book captures the big feelings and even bigger 
questions growing up with these students, and I feel so 
lucky to have learned with them. 

Sara Jane Stoner
Writer and Teaching Artist





Love is like nature,
It grows and dies.
When it rains,
It means you're crying.
When the sun comes out after,
It means you're surprised.
That's love for you,
You need that to survive.
I like love
It feels like water
easy flowing and big.
When plants bloom
it means it's growing.
That's how big love is.

Jesca F.

Love



A dream is 
a death machine 
with an ugly face 
and knives for fingers.

A dream is Citi Field
watching David Wright
hit a home run
in the bottom of the 9th.

A dream is like
seeing a monkey
playing drums.

A dream is 
owning a business
a monopoly
traveling the world.

So dream and make it an experience.

Michael P.

A dream



Beyond the gate is an endless dark tunnel
This where the rodents live, screeching through the night
This is where no one has ever gone
The gate protects you from the dangers beyond
A boy runs, as others chase him
He is the first to climb the gate
He is the first to never come back

Marissa Isabel R.

The Endless Tunnel



I put on my shoes sometimes but hardly recognize 
myself. I got a  
mama out there while I live with someone else.

Thirteen and I feel like I stand on  
my own. It's getting harder to cope  
but I still remain strong.

Because I do it for my mama and for my pops too, 
and even though he is gone, his presence is what 
I'm used to.

So I close my hands together and  
tell him I don't want to be weak,  
like “Papa, don't let my struggles  
put me out in those streets.”

And I release my problems to a higher being, and 
to the man that is blind but  
is still seen.

Pray



And he tells me that one day all the  
bad will disappear, that I'm too small  
of a child to be letting out these tears.

So mama, I know you'll be ok, someday,  
but until that day arrives, pray.

Julie G.



I'm Arroz con Gandules
I'm my phone, my family
I'm Forever 21
I'm a good daughter
I am a Dolphin, Blue
I am my family's happiness
I'm strength
I'm fun
I am Puerto Rican

Jamie F.

The Happy Poem



Lights, the guardians of the streets,
Streets, the guides through the city and bridges,
Bridges, the skyline of traffic,
Traffic, the power plant of smoke,
Smoke, the enemy of light,
Lights, diversity, red, blue, yellow, bright,
Blacktops, the guide for people,
People, difference, workers, life,
Life, strong, perseverance, love, and understanding

Frank C.

City Life



As I stare into it I see only
a man who seeks improvement
Yet I know I have not reached
my maximum

I will achieve it on
my own & I will show them
& when the mirror cracks I
will not be judged by the past

image but the image I carry 
as a man to show my true form
to know that my soul is rich
& never again poor

Jose Q.

Mirror



The rain drops off my window cell
 Bolts of light   strike
A BIG sound of thunder then   BOOM!
 My eyes...
  They open big with enjoyment
Scary movie with    popcorn
   My night.

Melanie C.

Storm



I hate how they say I do wrong
I can always reflect on sad songs
I feel like crap
Sometimes having an urge to snap
I always get blamed
Later on, feeling the shame
Everybody wants me to change
But I can't, I'll always be the same

Angel R.

It's Just Me 



Dreams are like
real life.
Sometimes
I'm scared
and sometimes
I laugh,
but 
in the end
it's all fake.

Anthony S.

Dreams 



There's a shadow in everybody
in those shadows there are secrets
if you fall inside the shadow
the fall will be the steepest
The shadow's very dark
The way out is hard to find
The shadow is so dark
it will seem like you are blind
The shadow will always stay
People go away
The shadows are like you
in each and every way
The message that I send
is only one thing
never leave your shadow
because your shadow is your friend

Mario G.

The Shadow 



    I play video
 games, eat food, sometimes
 junk food but not candy  it
 gets dark  and I go to sleep
then wait for the next day.

Stanley S.

Home



Why do you say you love the rain when
you hide under your big umbrella
   When you say you love the sun
   but you go under a big tree for
   shade
You say you love the wind when
you close the window

Sofia N.

You Say



The City 

street lights
long nights
    no sleep
loud fights

 The city

fast cars
people behind bars
    the story never ends

    crashing
    mashing
  transforming

 The city

Edward F.



I Hate My Life 

I hate my life
these kids laughing at me
making fun of me
they are meaner than bullies
tear me apart and leave me in bits
Why do I have to live like this
I wish I could start my life over as new
and be the person who I've always dreamed to be

Abby P.



Real Life 

In life you will have ups and downs
Smiles and frowns,
But just know you have to keep your head up,
And run through this town
Just like basketball your day starts out of bounces
Until you turn it upside down and bring it around,
Your age starts at one and increases by one
By everyday just live life and have a lot of fun
One coach said to stick to hoops and never put my hand on 
a gun
The most important thing is to live life and have a lot of fun

Jayquan R.



Reverse World 

Roses are blue
violets are red,
Talk about a reverse world
where flowers are never dead.

Ever thought of what was said,
about that new world in our universe
where everything has a reverse
when you go at the end of a rainbow
there's a river that leads to a pond of M&Ms and Skittles.

Where poptart cats do exist
with a reverse of waffle dogs
bow and arrow, wings on infants
studying the new breed with logs.

Have you ever seen a lion and a wolf have pups?
Scientists want to explore, have them in cuffs
because this world has a ying to yang,
and zip and zang
with a bing and a bang.



See how I own a world
beyond the black hole,
Waves of adventure where you can surf forever
In this world of reverse now and ever.

Symphonie G.



The Hate Ode to Spring 

Spring O Spring O
how I hate you Spring
You and the pollen
make me cough and vomit.
Spring O Spring 
how much you make me hate you Spring
when kids have to pee it's so nice
they pee on the tree.
O Spring O Spring
how I hate you Spring
You and your nasty ways
get out of my life
and go away!

Shakeema V. 



Stuck in the Moment 

You're always on my mind and I can't walk it off
Wishing you'd make the first move
Before I move on to the next dude
I hate the thought of you
We've made it official that we're just friends
But when we talk, we ask questions that might never end
You always make a way
For me to feel better than the month of May
You are one of my favorite songs
I always have you on replay
You change my mood
Guess it's just the hormones, dude

Emily G.



 The Pirate Swordsman's Dream 

The life of a swordsman
The weapons they yield
The sword
Learning and caring about their sword
like their own beating heart
An extension of their body

Well that's how it felt
Slashing through flesh
Through the pirate's soul
Killing everything in sight

Sword feeling like paper
But cutting like the shark's teeth
But then a rage
The urge of killing took over



When all was done
That dear person I was trying to save
All that effort went to waste
Did the sword take over?
No I know what I was doing
I could simply care less

I am a pirate. 

Michael B.



Swimming the Unknown 

As I dive in the pool
 I am like a fish in the water,
      Lost at sea

I swim deeper to hopefully find an answer,
but the pressure only kills me within
     Lost and confused
To be only deceived as I thought I had a chance
To make it last

  But one must try rather than die
To work hard in what I believe
  To reach and find answers
To find who I am, and the real me--

Doris M.



I Am 

I am a girl in the 8th grade
I am a caring daughter
I am a monkey at times who likes  
mac & cheese
I am a girl who loves her dog
I am a sensitive short girl
I am a girl who likes it when it's 3:00pm
I am myself: weird and different

Jocelyn B.



My Dream 

I drifted off into a deep abyss.
Dark and then bright with a purple haze.
A playback of my memories was shown like a film
with my writing.
It went on & on & on & on.
When the film caught up to the present
it burned up with a flash like the flare of a match
and shriveled up. Another flash. And I saw myself
twenty years from now writing more and more.
Piles & piles of books published and sold. 
They became best-sellers, I was given awards
I was famous, with a gorgeous wife and son
I was rich and had the best friends in the world
I'd do anything for. That's the life I want.
And I'll do anything to get it. 

Keegan S.



Me 

Love
Use
In
Side

Victory
As
Rapping (sometimes)
Gone
As
Soon

Luis V. 



Spring 

Spring time. Time
to embrace
the colors.
Celebrate the warmth
of the sun.
Blooming flowers
and May showers.
Spring leaves growing.
Roses blooming.
Sun beaming.
Bees buzzing.
Birds chirping.
What wonderful sounds!
Oh Spring Oh
Spring. Thank you.

Taillea M.



Mirror 

Mirror, Mirror on the wall why do you lie
All you do is show the appearance
And not what's inside
Then like a bullet
The reality catches you by surprise
Then the moment you look in the mirror
You feel tears running down from your eyes
Oh Mirror, Mirror why do you lie

Travis H.



Pencil 

I could have been made by many people
But only two accepted me
I see their faces all full of glee
which was scary to me
Nature brought them a new beautiful thing
I knew they were talking of me
They took me and roughly forced me
into a dark hole
Pain has shot me, pleading for help
I lost feeling in my legs
I'm removed of my walking life
but I have the power to write

Nicholas R. M. 



Shadows in the Dark 

I see shadows in the dark
I feel so scared I'm lost in the dark
with a little voice in my ear
they speak to me trying to say
something but I can't hear because
I don't believe in the dark

Daniel M.



Mom 

One day I couldn't wake up
feeling hopeless in my mind
I was still dreaming
I heard my self screaming and screaming
but no one stopped what they were doing
to just help me.
Am trapped in a hopeless place
running to a cliff
hoping I'll end up somewhere
that I'll be happy in.
I'm tired of putting myself down
am tired of letting people put me down
I want to get somewhere
You just don't let me
You have so much doubt in me
I just hope you understand
Mom.

Karla F.



The Life of a Plant 

The life of a plant
useless
it was long-lived
but it is dying
turning brown
A boy walks by
sprinkles water on the plant
makes new life
the plant's seeds fly
the plant regrows
it then grows big and tall
that long-lived plant

Eric P.



New York! 

New York, where lights be flashing
New York, where everything happens
New York, where you can be you
New York, where there's always some news
New York, where a career begins
New York, where there's never an end

New York, the place laughing is known
New York, the place where you're never alone
New York, the place where everything happens
New York, the place where people like sleeping

New York is how everything should be
New York is where you can roam free
New York is where I belong
New York is where I am from

Shannon J. 



Spring 

I love spring because I smell flowers
I can taste the fruit of the season
I can touch the moist dirt
I can see the ice cream trucks
and hear the rain falling on my A/C
even when the rain strong
the birds always sing my favorite song
staying in on my laptop
playing my song
drawing my favorite friend
criticizing my life long dream. 

Linsi M. 



Decision 

Which do I 
pick?
Is it right
is it wrong?
Which is weak
which is strong?
I want to do
right, but the community
does wrong
So how can I 
do right
when I'm shown
wrong?
How can I do good
if there's bad around?
How can I be quiet
if everything's
so loud?



How do I know
which thought
to put up there
in the cloud
above my head?
How do you unread 
something
you already read? 

Betsy R.



Mirrors 

I see me
I look in deep
To see what lies inside me
Find this part of me
That wants to be free

Luis T.



Fire 

Fire it attracts us
like moths light up
So fire has its bad side
We use fire to light cigars
which cause smoke
Fire kills people
Fire burns people
Fire, what's wrong with you?

Aries R.



The It 

The it claims
his self as
a mister steal
your girl.
Me and him
was in a 
relationship
but he ch-
eated. It w-
ants to 
get back to-
gether but it
ain't gonna h-
appen.

Tamika S.



Spring 

Spring . . . spring is like a hot summer day
with a cool breeze
and shiny sunlight.
You hear ice cream trucks,
hear kids play
and hear the animals make noises.
You see beautiful flowers,
happy children
and a bunch of cars leaving NY each day.
You taste ice cream
hot dogs,
juice and even fruits.
You touch swings,
water, bikes, scooters, and food.
You smell food,
cologne and dirt.
Ahh sweet, sweet spring.

Nicholas M. M.



Beast 

You don't see it
You don't feel it
It creeps up behind you
And grasps you with its strong vines
Farther and farther you move
But it's still behind you
It takes hold
Not letting go
You can't get away
Until you stop
Hatred takes you
And you become the beast

Mariana L.



Hurricane 

Anger is all that it feels
Strong wind doesn't care what it causes
Floods only care about destruction.
The hatred is released on so many
innocents.
It still doesn't care.
When it finally calms down,
It realizes the damage it has done.
It disappears, leaving its mess behind
like a coward.
A coward is all that it is. 

Carolina G.



Grunge Thought 

I am the shadow that creeps in your mind
I am thoughts that haunt the night
I am the lithium that won't work
I am the one that is hurled at your window
like an angry bird
I am the innocent wolf that howls in the night
to be noticed not to start a fight
I am the you that is the opposite
attraction at night
the one that causes a fright
You can't win
That is the truth about this world
and this life--it is all gray
I don't know why

Ian G.



Love 

A kiss is just
a kiss until you
find the one you love.
A hug is just
a hug until you
find the one you're always thinking of.
A dream is just
a dream until 
it comes true.
Love was just a word
until the day I met you.

Brandon D.



Poem 

I live for gym, I breathe for gym, I watch the clock  
and race to gym. I'm free in gym to run and play,  
to try new games and shout Hooray! It's in the gym  
I feel so good, I'd live there if I only could. 

Anthony C.



Game Tester 

I want to test games

It's my Dream

I want to Play them

Or be in them

I want to be a game tester

Saul H.



Cancer 

Causes death
Associates with other sickness
Not (sometimes) stoppable
Can be passed genetically
Everyone is afraid of it
Realize life is short when you have the chance.

Ileana M.



Shadows 

The sun comes out
but I lie in the shadows
I try to come out
but it won't
so I bellowed
I feel like my heart
is dark inside
I wish I could be free
and shine
like the stars at night

Mark S.



Ode to Spring 

Goodbye snow.
Hello green.
I sat on spring,
and got pushed forward.

It ticked me off
cause I'm a time hoarder.
I'm getting older
faster than I want.
I sure don't need
the government's help.
Losing an hour
doesn't seem like much,
but when you're my age
it hurts a lot.



The birds the breeze.
The flowers
The changing hour.
The rain.
I want it all!
Spring is right around the corner. 

Genesis C.



Call of Duty 

I am the player
I am the cod clutcher
I am the weapon in war
I am the carrier for my team
I am Mr. 360, 720 and 1080 are you ready?
I am the legend
I am the gamer tag in the sky
I am the MLGero get on my level bro

Brandon N. 



Memories Faded 

Remember those days?
It seems like it has become a haze.
When we used to think the clouds were blue,
Those paintings we drew.

The laughter we shared is now gone,
Playing on the lawn, we had to go on.
You were always the one I could count one,
The one I can lean on.

Those memories now faded away, 
No way for them to be remembered,
No way to stay.
We are now moving on,
And there will be new memories to be told.

Ariannie M.



Poem on the Earth 

Life is something
not forsaken
Life is a gift
Learn to accept it
Earth brings life
it does not take it
it was made for us
for a reason

Devin B.







Portfolio Development

I have been teaching the Portfolio Development class for 
Artists Space at P.S.140 for almost six years now, and this 
is the third year that we were able to have a room of our 
own, a place to view our artwork up on the walls, to have 
our materials close at hand and to know when we walk 
in the room we can be artists. This year's students have 
achieved outstanding excellence in their work, have made 
very focused commitments to their artistic development 
and grew tremendously over the course of our program.

Kate Temple
Teaching Artist





Andy C., Self Portrait, colored pencil on paper, 2013



Genesis C., Las Cosas Pequeñas, gouache on paper, 2013



Emily G., Belieb, gouache on paper, 2013



Carolina G., Arrows in the Sky, gouache on paper, 2013



Symphonie G., Untitled, gouache painting, 2013



Linsi M., Self Portrait, pastel, 2012



Doris M., Bike, pencil on paper, 2012



Eric P., Phoenix and Snake Fight, colored pencil on paper, 2012



Abigail P., Self Portrait, pastel on paper, 2012



Keegan S., Self Portrait, pastel on paper, 2012





Expanded Art Ideas is supported by The Milton and  
Sally Avery Arts Foundation; Con Edison; Dedalus 
Foundation, Inc.; Gesso Foundation; The Keith Haring 
Foundation; NYU Community Fund; Puffin Foundation 
Ltd.; Dr. Robert C. and Tina Sohn Foundation; The New 
York City Department of Cultural Affairs, in partnership 
with the City Council; The New York City Department  
of Education; The New York State Council on the Arts,  
a State Agency; and the Friends of Artists Space.
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Manuel Raeder and Santiago da Silva
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